FREE GUIDEBOOK

5 Steps To Personalise
Customer Experiences
and Increase Sales

The modern internet
user has become
increasingly accustomed
to the personalised
digital environment. 


Personalised ads, emails and other content has become
ubiquitous, and though these forms of personalisation set
the groundwork for further enhancement, we are now
entering an evolved age of user personalisation. 


The driving force behind customisation and personalisation
is competition and the “burden of choice” brought about by
huge selections of retailers, many of which possess gigantic
product catalogues. 


This places responsibility on the retailer to show customers
a curated selection of the products they’re interested in
whilst convincing them of the value they offer compared to
competitors.  


Accenture’s 2018 Pulse Check found that the “burden of
choice” was retail’s primary challenge going forward.
Personalisation provides one tool for retailers to beat the
competition and serve customers with a more customised,
emotionally appealing and memorable shopping experience. 


Personalisation is relevant across all channels; in-store,
social media, websites, mobile websites, apps, IoT devices
and more. 


The personalised, omnichannel retail experience era is
already upon us - it's time to jump in! 


let’s start
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Why personalise?
Because it’s what
customers want


Personalisation is not just an industry buzzword - it's driven
by demand. Numerous studies have discovered that
personalisation is near-universally important for customers.

%
According to Forbes, 71% of consumers are frustrated by
non-personalised customer experiences whereas 80% are
more likely to shop with brands that place additional
emphasis on personalisation.

%
Accenture found that some 48% of users would leave a site
if they believe the product catalogue is poorly curated for
the audience.

%
Marketing Tech News found that 78% of mobile users are
more favourable to personalised ads when they’re relevant.

%
Segment found that 71% of users were frustrated by
impersonal shopping experiences. Some 49% felt they were
more likely to buy a product that they weren’t specifically
looking for because the recommendation itself was
well-targeted. 54% expected a personalised discount to be
sent to their email after signing up for a website or app.

more
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%
Google found that 63% of users were more likely to purchase
well-recommended products from their smartphones. 58%
were favourable to sites that remembered their past
behaviour and 59% now expect personalisation based on
their favourite items.

Personalisation is a
double-edged sword for
retailers 


Whilst personalisation is a gold standard technique for
driving customer acquisition, conversions and retainment, it
should be handled with sensitivity. Whilst data has become
the primary mode of empowerment for businesses in the
21st century, social and regulatory pressure emphasises the
safe and proper handling of personal information.

“

Today’s customers have higher expectations
than ever for brands. Generic, repetitive,
irrelevant messaging leads to fatigue and
frustration, whereas timely, personalized
interactions reinforce customer satisfaction
and maximize lifetime value.


John Nash, CMO at Redpoint Global, to CMS Wire.

The Accenture 2018 report found that whilst 83% of users
are willing to share some of their data for improved online
experiences, there are still thin lines where personalisation
becomes too onerous or ‘creepy’.


Personalisation is a sensitive topic with regards to privacy,
so it’s imperative that personalisation is handled
responsibly and drives genuine value for the customer.
more
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Ultimately, the benefit for the customer should be clear and
not an illusion. For example, loyalty programs should provide
genuine value rewards, tailored promotions and special
deals should offer genuine value over the RRP.

What does
personalisation
encapsulate? 


So what strategies does it encapsulate? It really depends on
the brand. 


Personalisation has many features that begin with the brand
itself; its USP, product selection, messaging, design, user
flow, channel emphasis, ethos and even its management. 


Whilst highly niche brands are naturally angled more
towards their chosen customer demographics, major
multinational retailers like Amazon need to work harder on
their granular personalisation and recommendation
systems. 


This is why Amazon has branched out to offer multiple
product lines beyond their main retail store. This enables
them to collect a much greater quantity of behavioural data ,
whilst also being able to better track customer’s journeys
through the many touchpoints. 


Personalisation revolves around two key paradigms:

A) The collective human interaction between the
brand and customer 

B) The individual human interaction between the
brand and customer

more
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A
A: The collective human interaction
between the brand and customer


Whilst paradigm A focuses on customers as a more
collective entity that is subject to similar socio-cultural and
economic trends, paradigm B focuses more on segmented,
individual and unique consumer behaviours. A is
personalisation on a macro level whereas B is
personalisation on a micro level.

A refers to how humans interact with brands on a more
macro-level. It’s about trends in our shopping habits, drilling
down into things like device usage, the rise of mobile apps
and mobile browsing. 


A also emphasises the need for brands to maintain a strong
social and cultural presence, or role, that goes beyond their
products and services. 


Another universal trend in A is the rise of smartphone usage
and multi or omnichannel retail. Smartphone usage has
changed the retail landscape irrevocably - customers want
to interact with channels beyond the desktop browser, and
brick-and-mortar store.  


Fundamental to macro personalisation is offering an
omnichannel customer experience. Consider these:

%
More than 50% of all sales traffic is now generated by mobile
and not desktop browsers.
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%
Business Insider found that many brands and businesses
have adopted social e-commerce that places additional
emphasis on selling via social media. This also ties into the
social media influencer revolution - influencers to help
market their products which have emerged as a new retail
channel in itself.

%
Harvard Business Review found that 73% of respondents
now shop online using multiple channels including apps,
websites, social media, wearables and smart speakers.
Gartner estimates found that omnichannel retailers outpace
others by some 30% in revenue. 


%
Google found that 51% of users were favourable to mobile
apps or mobile websites that featured some sort of rewards
system and 58% appreciate when apps remember their past
behaviour. 

Customers want to exercise their freedom of choice over
what channels they interact with. They might start a
customer journey on social media and end it at a
brick-and-mortar store on the other side of the world.
Stores, websites, apps, IoT devices - these are all becoming
increasingly easy to connect via omnichannel retail
experiences.

more
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Social media presence is also mandatory. For example,
retailers are taking advantage of Facebook Shops, which
helps businesses tap into 2.5 billion average daily users. It’s
becoming harder to discern social channels from
e-commerce channels and vice-versa, as also shown by
socially-oriented e-commerce platforms like Depop.



Humanising your brand


The integration of sales and social media allows brands to
personalise experiences. Content marketing combines with
authentic brand messaging to create human interaction
between brands and their audiences. 


This can be observed in successful social media
marketing campaigns like:
Coors’ ‘name someone who needs a beer and we’ll send
them a 6-pack’ campaign.
Walkers’ Twitter campaign where they put Gary Linekar
into a real-life crisp vending machine.
Starbucks’ collaboration with Mermaids, a trans-rights
support group and Charity, where they sold mermaid
tails in stores across the world to help the campaign. 

All of these campaigns helped brands show their humanity
and personality, thus prompting customers to interact with
them in a more humanistic, authentic and personal way. 


To summarise, paradigm A is about how brands interact
with customers in a more personalised way at the macro or
business level, it revolves around:
Visual branding and brand messaging
does your brand’s tone integrate with your target
audience(s)?

more
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Social media
do you have a social media strategy that focuses on
personalisation and humanisation?
Product selection and curation
before you begin to recommend different products to
specific people, you need to consider your entire product
selection.

B

Part B: The individual human interaction
between the brand and customer 


Channels
do you utilise enough retail channels, would your audience
be better-suited by a mobile app, for example?
Part B is much more granular, it goes beyond overarching
trends to delve into what your customers want on a more
individualistic level. These strategies have benefitted hugely
from data, AI and automation - this allows businesses to dig
beyond the superficial level of traditional demographical
data. 


Part B is also much more heavily reliant on technology. The
digitisation of loyalty programs is a great example. 


Consider the stampable loyalty cards given out by main high
street retailers. Whilst these types of loyalty programs
served their purpose, their digital counterparts are much
more effective, enabling retailers to combine loyalty
programs with their recommendation engines. 


The digitisation of the Starbucks rewards program increased
their US membership by 15% to 17.6 million members in 2019.
Users are now recommended a unique selection of drinks
that are customised to their buying history, location and
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profile, simultaneously increasing both sales and
retainment.


But how do businesses obtain the information required to
tailor products and services to their customers on a more
granular scale? The key is in behavioural data and
segmentation.

Behavioural data


Most businesses already collect more data than they realise,
even if they don’t have specific data-collection strategies in
place. If you have any sort of OMS, CRM or even a manual
record-keeping system then you’re collecting some sort of
data. 


E-commerce platforms like Shopify and BigCommerce have
their data suites built-in to the product. And then of course
there’s the behavioural and demographic data inducted via
SEO and social media. 


Smartphone apps provide another source of high-quality
actionable data with no-code functionality, allowing it to be
easily integrated headlessly in other sources or platforms. 


Behavioural data is specifically relevant to the customers
themselves, their actions, interactions and journey. 


Google Analytics has a tab dedicated to ‘Behavior’ and the
‘User Explorer’ is an excellent way to discover what some of
your users have in common with each other - this provides
some level of insight and introspects into your customers.

more
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ACR: acquisition, conversion and
retainment

Behavioural data provides insights into 3 fundamental areas
crucial for maximising sales:
Acquisition

Conversion

Retainment

The ultimate goal of personalisation is to maximise sales, but
the entire sales funnel matters, converting customers into
loyal customers is the best thing you can do for long-term
revenue. 


To truly maximise sales, individual personalisation should
target 3 components of the funnel:
Acquisition
involves the touchpoints that your users access the
business and its products. This might be a social media post,
social media ad, Google or search engine ad, organic search
or another source. Personalised ads are the strongest
example of personalised customer acquisition.
Conversion
occurs when the user draws value from the product. In B2C
sales, this could be the sale of a physical item, a digital item
or a subscription. In B2B it could be the activation of
software licences, SaaS subscriptions or similar. Conversion
can be personalised via promotions sent to the inbox of
prospective customers, push notifications, personalised
welcome gifts, or personalised onboarding programs that
assist customers with their unique issues.

more
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Retainment
turns one-time conversions into long-term customers. The
aim is to reduce customer churn - the number of customers
that leave your business each month - and to maximise their
customer lifetime value (CLV). Retainment revolves around
personalising ongoing customer experiences via
notifications and promotions, as well as customer service.
Personalisation can assist at every touchpoint or level of the
sales pipeline.


Whilst we’re used to seeing personalised ads these days,
personalised onboarding processes are another way to
assist acquired customers towards conversion. 


Retainment revolves around keeping customers engaged
with the brand, usually a mixture of personalised
promotions, push notifications and loyalty programs. 


5 Actionable steps
towards better
personalisation


1
Set the groundwork
It’s crucial to lay the groundwork for the brand itself. Think
about your broad appeal to your target audience. What does
your branding say about your brand? 


Brand personalisation starts with the brand itself - does
your logo, your colour usage, your content style and your
brand messaging suit your brand ethos, your products or
your customers?

more
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Whilst established SMEs and enterprises rarely rebrand
themselves from the ground up, it is possible:
The former Uncle Ben’s rice company owned by Mars
rebranded simply to ‘Ben’s Original’ when they came
under fire for racial stereotyping. 

Burberry realised that their products had strayed from
their high-echelon fashion image and were now seen as
‘gangwear’, but pulled off a rebrand that had their
clothes modelled by Emma Watson and Kate Moss.
McDonald’s have pulled off several rebrands in response
to shifting public sentiment over healthy eating.
Google, Facebook and Instagram regularly update their
logos with more modernised, albeit broadly continuous
versions. 

Setting the correct tone for your audience is crucial to
building the kind of emotional and personal rapport that
facilitates deeper personalisation.  


This means building the data architecture required to build
personalisation like recommendations engines, push
notifications and loyalty programs. 


It’s worth questioning whether your current e-commerce
solutions fulfil these demands - are you able to collect
actionable data that is ready to feed into personalisation
engines?


more
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2
Look at the data
You can’t start personalising shopping experiences without
looking at your customer signals. 


Building up a solid perception of who your customers are,
where they come from and what they have in common is
fundamental. 


Start with the data you already collect, whether that be from
OMSs, CRMs, social media or stored within an existing cloud
databases. Start with macro-categories like age, location
and gender. 


At this stage, it’s important to not segment customers into
top-down categories based on these broad categories keep an open mind. 


For example, Forbes highlights that gender marketing
‘repels more than sells’. Marketing feminine products to
someone just because they’re a woman isn’t personalisation,
it’s a generalisation. It does act as one signal, but these
broad categories shouldn’t be the dominant signal available
to your marketing, recommendation and loyalty engines. 


Broad, generalised personalisation is old-hat at best,
discriminatory at worst. 


Once you have some idea of who your customers are in a
broad sense, by looking at sales data, social media
engagement stats and other signals, it’s time to begin the
process of segmentation.

more
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Segmentation seeks to break down different types of
customers into individually marketable groups. 



3
Segment your customers/users


“

Segmentation should be as granular as possible and that
means using all available signals.

Traditional top-down segmentation is too
general and too static. Just because I peeked
at a $2000 espresso maker doesn’t mean I’m
a big spender, or just because I bought a Mr.
Coffee for my son’s dorm room doesn’t mean
I’m a value shopper, just because I’m male
doesn’t mean I don’t buy gifts for my wife or
daughter.
Peter Curran, from Lucidworks, to CMS Wire.

This is a fair criticism of using broad signals to segment
customers, but then personalisation is not an exact science
- it’s more of a probability call. Whilst you don’t want to
personalise based on general signals like age, gender or
location, combining purchase history with behavioural data
and personal user profiles is a solid starting point. 


Luckily, or ‘micro-segmentation’ has become easier and
there are now numerous segmentation SaaS platforms that
allow you to visualise your customer data before assembling
a personalisation strategy. 

more
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Bespoke solutions like customised smartphone apps offer a
holistic opportunity for customer data collection that can
sync up to third-party CDPs or headless data studios.

4
Build recommendations engines and
loyalty programs

Recommendations and notifications engines are where the
magic happens as far as individual personalisation goes. The
purpose of a recommendations engine is to promote
products to the customer that they’re predicted to buy
based on:


A) Their own profile, behavioural data and
purchase/search history

B) The profile, behavioural data and purchase/
search history of similarly segmented
customers

The overlap between customers is known as co-occurrence
and can help make predictions for others that are relatively
new to the brand. For example, if someone is browsing tents
and outdoorsy items, then a recommendations engine can
display “frequently bought together” products based on
other people’s purchases from the section. 


Recommendation engines can be built from scratch, but
many e-commerce products have readymade options that
simplify the process. Builder.ai’s e-commerce solutions have
built-in recommendation engines that induct data from
customer databases as well as real-time signals and cues.

more
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Recommendation engines feedback real-time data to the
customer. For example, a brick-and-mortar hair salon, gym
or spa can message customers when they’re close to the
shop, offering some sort of incentive to take advantage of a
last-minute gap in appointments. 


Loyalty programs are another excellent way to build a
personal rapport with customers. Loyalty programs have
become much more involved than your classic stampable
loyalty cards and now rate as a surefire way to retain
customers for the long term. 


Invespcro found that 69% of consumers are influenced by
retailers who offer some form of loyalty/rewards program.
57.4% of those consumers join loyalty programs to actively
save money, so they should offer genuine value incentives.
37.5% opt-in to receive rewards, like free gifts.



5
Take advantage of push notifications and
targeted email
Brands and their products are dynamic and often shift and
change with new product lines and promotions. Keeping
customers in the loop is one of the best ways to retain them
and keep them tantalised with new offers. The question is,
how do you alert them?


Traditionally speaking, email and SMS notifications were the
go-to. SMS notifications have been usurped by push
notifications but email is still going strong.

more
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Email notifications are superb for alerting customers of
special sales and unique promotional deals. Push
notifications are more upfront and personal since they push
directly to the user’s phone. 


Accengage found that push notifications reduced cart
abandonment, say when a customer gets halfway through a
transaction and is distracted. RubyGarage similarly found
that push notifications boosted brand engagement and
retention. User retention was as much as 3x higher when a
business utilised push notifications whereas app
engagement was up some 88%. 


The panacea or frontier for personalisation is perhaps
building two-way communication, or ‘living profiles’. 


Customers want their own space within the brand, they
want to customise their products and really see and feel the
value they’re gaining from the business. 


more
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Summary: 5 Steps To
Personalise Customer
Experiences and
Increase Sales



Personalisation has become a powerful way of
distinguishing your brand from the competition and driving
value for both the business and the customer. 


Numerous studies show that customers desire personalised
experiences. Many are willing to engage with a brand for the
long-term, so long as they receive personalised feedback
that provides genuine value, essentially giving the customer
a ‘competitive advantage’ compared to if they shopped with
competitors. 


Personalisation operates across the sales funnel, so whilst
the end goal is more than likely to be increasing sales,
everything from acquisition to conversion and retainment is
part of that. 


The groundwork of much personalisation is set in data.
Behavioural data forms the mainstay of most
recommendations engines and through a combination of
individual and collective actions and interactions, it’s
possible to predict customer behaviour in a way that keeps
them in the brand’s loop.

thank you!
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